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LectraLock Announces Expanded Line of Electrical Safety Products, New Website 

 

Gloucester, Mass. — A leading manufacturer of electrical safety products, Massachusetts-based 

LectraLock Inc. recently expanded its line of electrical outlet covers to include models 

specifically designed for laboratory, hospital and industrial environments. “Like our original 

electrical outlet covers, which we developed to provide unprecedented protection for children, 

our new line of products offers a level of quality and value previously unavailable,” notes Al 

Peckham, chief of product development. 

 

LectraLock’s new product line includes styles with extra-deep covers to accommodate heavy 

machinery and computer equipment as well as lock-out designs intended to prevent the 

unauthorized use of electrical outlets. LectraLock is the only electrical safety company that 

currently produces a locking electrical outlet cover, which can help prevent accidental injury and 

damage. Every electrical outlet cover model is available to fit both standard and GFI outlets and, 

for maximum security, warning labels may be affixed to the front covers. 

 

Unparalleled Commitment to Quality 

Like all of its original electrical outlet covers, LectraLock’s new styles for laboratory, hospital 

and industrial applications all feature the company’s patented geometric design and high-quality 

construction. Each electrical outlet cover is produced from 100% GE LEXAN, the same material 

used in bulletproof glass.  

 

— more — 



 

“LEXAN is an incredibly strong, flame-retardant material,” says Mr. Peckham. “Since faulty 

electrical outlets can emit sparks, it is especially important to use a flame-retardant cover to 

prevent a small incident from becoming a major disaster.” LectraLock is the only electrical 

safety company to incorporate flame-retardant GE LEXAN into its electrical outlet covers.  

 

New Website Increases Ease of Use 

LectraLock has experienced growing demand for its unique line of electrical safety products 

since the company’s inception in 2001. In a move to address increasing website traffic, 

LectraLock recently partnered with McDougall Interactive Marketing to update the LectraLock 

website. “We pride ourselves on our ‘do it right’ company mentality and commitment to 

excellence,” says Mr. Peckham. “Our new website reflects our dedication to outstanding 

customer service and provides visitors with important electrical safety information as well as an 

easy, user-friendly automated process for online orders.”  

 

About LectraLock 

Based in Gloucester, Massachusetts, LectraLock Inc. is a woman-owned electrical safety 

company dedicated to offering the “best of the best” in electrical safety products for home, 

laboratory, workplace and hospital settings. 

 

The company’s flagship product is the patented LectraLock electrical outlet cover, which sets the 

standard as the solution to electrical outlet protection. All LectraLock electrical outlet covers are 

manufactured in the USA from the highest quality GE thermoplastic. To learn more about 

LectraLock, please visit www.lectralock.com or call 1-800-387-0619. 
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